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1. INTRODUCTION AND SlIRAY

Tests of the existence of correlation between the movements in two time

series, which eliminate at least the primary effects of trends in the series

wll be presented in this article These -tests are modifications and generali-

zations of a test for correlation proposed by Moore and Wallis f 1 J1 and of tests

proposed by Goodman and Grunfeld 51 []O A test of the existence of trend

in a time series Wi23. also be coresented here, This test is a generalization of

a test for trend proposed by Jox and Stuart

The tests presented here can be applied to certain kind of time seares

that are m-dependento A time series X= £X,. 2,.ooXn+ 13 is defined as

m-dependent if (YI"X2"0 -C X I ) and (Xirj x jx ooo 0X'n ) are independent when-

ever j > i+M (see i '])o For an rn-dependent time series, any two observations

xik X will be independent whenever j > it.o £wo examples of m-dependent

time series are the following. (I) if the :ClX, .'x ... are mutually in-

dependent, then X Is 0-dependent; (YT) if X is a process of moving averages

of the form

xix

Where the are (unobserved) rwrtually indoponient random variables (iO 0 +l9 -2,

(see [ [ ), then X :s rndpendenOt. Ch empzles of f-dependent time

series could be presented here, but this will no; be necessary0

The earlier papers by Moore and Wats [I Goodman and Crunfeid

L ,Coy and S .inrt 14.] present tests that can L- applied to certain kitds

of time series that are 0-dependent (The case it;erai the eries of first

differences: are 0-dependent is al;so discussed in For times series that

are not 0d.ependen but that are idependent ro. some m > 0, these tests require

modification. The purpose of the present pape, s to present simple modifications

of these tests that an be applied to certain Vr c xs of zwdependent (m 0) time

series of long duration,
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It is often the case that Ooserved time series are not 0dependento The

earlier papers discussed tests for 0dependent time series partly because

mathematical results were more readily available for this special (ase; ie 0.

the case of mutually independent random variables0  The earlier authors were

of course aware of the fact that the observed time serles, to hich tests

appropniate for 0-dependent series were applied, might actuallr not be 0-

dependent 0 For e:nmple, Cox and Stuart E.4', in discussing their test for trend,

point out that rposlive serial correlation arcng the observations woucld .in-

crease the chance of a significant answer evcn An the absence of a trend";

ie., a significant answer obtained by an application of their test for trend

to a (serially correlated)tme series might be due to the presence of serial

correlation rather than to the presence of a tread, The modification of their

test presented in the present article does not have this disadvantage.

Moore and Wallis [/4] point out that some of the techniques presented in

their paper are "restricted in scope by the fact that in many time series

problems neither the hypothesis of sequential randoimness in observations nor

that of sequential randomness in the differences is tenable". The modifications

of their test presented heroin are not so restricted in score,

In order to apply the tests presented here, it is not necessary to know

the specific value of V! that describes ,ho order of deperdence of -the observed

time series. The value of m could be zero or any pos.tive Integer. The

imiagnitude of ra Fhould, however, be smal relative to the duration of the

observed time series° The tests oresented ho:'e urder the assinp on that the

value of m is -ed f.ed will actually be :sttable even If the true value of

m is less than that specified0  Thus, even if there is doubt concerning the

true value of -n for a particular ma-dependent time series, it will still be

possible to apply these tests, For time series that are not in-dependent for

any value of ii (e0 g0 . where X. and 'A are not independent for any i< j,
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the methods presented heroin are not to be recovnended

If time series X is nr.fdependent and time series Y Is m,-dependent,

where m1 and ii 2 may have different values, then the definition of Mi

denendence given above implies that both series are %.dependent ;here

[n tax 9m 2  , The tests of the existence of correlation between the move

meets in X and ; nresented herein under the assmiption that both X and

Y are u-dependent can be applied by taking r;= Denoting win [a±in2  by

the statistic appropriate for testing the eridstence of correlation between

the movements in X and Y in the case where X and Y are .-dependent,

will conyvrge in probability (under the null hypothesis when X and Y are

-7 dependent) to the statistic appropriate in the case where both X and Y

are,/-dqendent Tihe test statistic appropriate where both X and Y are

A' -depen lent can be used (instead of tha test statistic appropriate when X

and Y a:. e -dependent) even if the order of dependence of X or Y Is

greater ha-;,, Thus the test presented inrv, which was justif.ied there ir

the case ue both X and Y are 0-depenclent, can also be justified in the

case '.r,i one of the m-dependent series Is not 0..dependont but the other one

The -ests presentcd in the earlier papers :nre eased upon the signs of

thie X .... for j> i=i, 2,..,, In I. n; =.-- in(. K+k = ±i ,2o,~.n~k I (k is a fixed positive integer); inLc , o- her

pairs of i ,j wme used (e.g., j=I+2(nil)/3 i=1,2..,(n+l)/3), If the sign

of the d?ference X ..Xi is posi tveo, then tie " to 'tal ovonent" in X between

t,-e :. ni ;j is positive. Yost. 0, the tests presented in the present pape:,

will also be base-d on the signs of the differonces (tseo the signs of the

lt oements in the time series Moore and Wat have pointed out that

"1i% ierta:_n types of data the signs of dlffcrences are more accurate than the

r: C'tjAntudce of either the cbhsnrnatlons ,r tht: di 'ferenees . With economic



measures of the kind for which index nubers are ordinarily used, it may be

certain that a change has been in a given direet-ion (eg when all compones

cf the index change in the same way), questionable how mnuch the change has

b4en (because of ambiguities in the weighting system), and meaningless to

state an absolute standing". For these types of data and for data available

oly in ordinal form0 the methods presented herein may be particularlr wll

suited.

It was not necessary, in the earlier papers, to assume that the distribu-
comas

tions frmi which the observations hadAhad a specific form (oo g. , it was not

necessary to assume that the observations wero noinia variates) in order to

derive tin distribution of' the appropriate test statistics. The tests presented

there wer, distribution-free It was, however , assued in these papers that

the observations wero mutually independent and that the distribution from which

they hedkwas cortiiuouso To derive the asymptatic distribution of the test

statistlcs presented herein, the assxnntions rale will be somewhat more general0

The calculations required to perforn the t3sts presented in the earlier

papers an those presented herein are rather smlhle0  'hile the modified tests

presonted here req-mitre more calculotions than t .± earlier tests, these calcu-

latons re-main simple,

Let X=Lkxke1"00X nls and K X-z r )2C 'FY+l be two different ob..Let ~~ ~ I n= X 1 an " ,

served tir.e series of eqval durati.on. Lct X,.+ 2Xi' and Y yi=Z' for

-1=1,2,.. no We shall for convenience assuxe tat the .i, md Z have con..

tinuov- d~stributions, Let Util i W, > 0. and U ;O if cC 4 0. Let

Vl:7_if Z ,) C,, and V' if Z 0 T.. T f ', then a p:sitive novemer-t

in X occarred between times i and 1-11; if V. then a positive movement

in Y ocarred bet-ween times i and 19.; if niv. . then a positive co-

movemoent cCcuWred. if Ui :=O, then a negative comovement occurred; if U =Ow

V, .' or . 'l IfU -; 'Y= 20, then a contraincrvement took placeo. 'he ten " comovemen :

..7c0.o! h ere -s adopto, :'ro i earlier" ; y Frie'ian . t -as also used by



C-feld. in 9 o The term fconbranovementt is adopted from Goodman and

GOunfeld , o ) The observed distribution of the n pairs (U1 V)

(for i=l2, 0ooqn) can be summarized in the fofLlowlng 2.-4 cross classixica-

tion table:

V.i
1 0

2. a l b

0 c d

The number of positive comovements in the two taxie series is a; the number of

negative ceomovements is d; the number of comovements is a+d; the number of

contramovements is btc; the n-umber of positive movements in X is a+b; the

number of positive movements in Y is a+c,

The usual test of Independence in a 222. cross classif.cation table (see

eo- 9- [i"! ', vvp. 65-7Z) corresponds to a test ofV ihether a differs significantly

from its estimated espected value, A=(a+b)(a+c)/n uinder the null hypothesis

of indepencence, It tests whethm a-A= A differs significantly from zero

using the fact that the estimated variance of L is S= [(al-b)(c+d) (aic) (b+d)/in

under the null hypothesis. Moor3 and Waslls[Li4] have suggested that the usual

2x2 table test applied to the table given above could be used as a test of the

existence of correlai'.on between the movements :n X and. Y, which would

elijd.nate at least the primary effects of trends in the series They pointed

out that Jhis test is appropriate 1:for the case of randorily arranged ,signs of

th .sdifferences", in X and .ui Y,. In the case -Wnere X and Y are

pure01,v rardom processes (oe,. ctciorendent stt:,.onar time sorles),, they noted

inf [ at the signs of the fi.rst differev, ce s 4i the series would have a

negative eri correlation and that if the 2x,2 table test, which was justtoo

fled by th'e" whe; the signs of the first differences are randomly arranged.

Ieais to cceptance of the hypolthesis that corre...ation is absent, then it



surely would lead to acceptance of this hypothesis if the "null hypothesis of

random observations were usad; bu nothing more can be .said definitely until

the samplinJg distribution [ot Al appropriate to the assmpWtion of random observa-

tions is kon'The problem raised in [Jled -to the derivation by GoodmanI

and Gnmfeld DI of the saipling distribution of & for purely random processes

of long adragion and also for a cetain kind of generalization of such tine

s.ries, (They showed in that the usual etac s of' the variance of

required modification.) For these time series, a simple test of whether 6

dt.ffered significantly from zero was obtained.

The test proposed in 191 is appropriate when the X and Y are O-dependent

and the series U=U1,9 U2 P. .pUn-and V -jv".3 V2 1 ooi I are stationary, For

such time series, this test is a. test of the efl.stence of correlation between

the movements in X and Y that t akes into account (a) the time trends that

may exAst in X and in Y. and (b) the serial crrelation bete-, t.ho signs

of the first differonzes of 0-dEjpndent time seres, (The 1oore.Wallis test

takes into account (a) but not (b), and a related test ty St-uart[i/s] takes

into accoumt (b) but not (a).) hcn 1X and Y are i Aependent (m, > 0), the

test- in FJ does not fvJJ1.1,y take .into accoun' Ch3 serial correlation between

the signs of the firs- differences,. The tes5t prosented herein will take into

account both (a) and the serial correlati.on i etwoen the signs of the first

differences of' ip-depe-adent 'line ,ieries.

Test, of the e!Astence of correlation bntwiosn the rovermnts 1n X and Y

bosed on -:1=a-A com ;are the observed number, a, of positive comioVements*, given,

in the above 2n2 table, i wth its estimted v:sneao "alue, A, vhen the nufl

vof Ird.pendence Ls tr, .Since A In- based on (a4b)/n and

(a c In ',ih a.r of a.-, aspect of W rend't In K and in Y,

r"espectiv .,, tests batsed on 2 Lost e~ther th- obsextred number of positi v

c e.J j Ihe trend; in .i and In I' alone0 f ':.,e
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denote the estimated expected values of b, c ,d, in the above 2x2 table, by

3=(a+b) (bd)/n0 -(a+c) (o-+d)/n, D=(c+d) (b+d)/n, respectively, we see that

La~x~ojU (a+c)-(or'd)j /ntJ/4<-ad-bc)fn 0 Thus, a test of' whethert'

differs significantly from zero is Also a test. of Vnether the number of co,

movements (a+d), the number of contramovements (bfc), the difference between

the number of comovements and controiovements (' a d] .. rb+c] ), differ from

their respective estimated expected values. It. is a test of whether the

observed values of (a+d), (b+c), ([a d] [b+. ) can be "explained v t the

trends In X and An Y alone.

The statistic A/n is the observed covariance between U4  and VI o

For certain types of data, of the kind referre to in 1, i where the U1

(and VI) are more accurate than the Wi (and Z:), tests based on the observed

covariance between Ui and Vi  are to be preferred to tests based on the

observed covariance between W. and Zio The methods used here to obtain a

test based on the observed covariance between VJI and V A, can be modified in

a straig-htforward fashion in order to obtain a s.Wilar test based on thb

observed covariance between WI and Zio The latter test will also be pre-

sented here0  Tests based on the rank covarianoe (or the rank correlation)

between Wi  and Z could also be obtained, Which test should be used ..n

a particular situation will depend upon the type of' data available, on the

accurancy of the T34 and Vi as compared With the W i  and Zi, and on the

particilar null and alternate hypothese under consideration, For exap2.e, if

the W. and Z. formp Oodepen.ent statona-ry !inal series, the usual test

of' the nulL Vypothesis that the correlation between tuo nornal variates is

zero should be applied to thc W 6 Z) (ceo, og j [3 )o In some situaton,

tests based on the rarJc correlaion between th, WI  and Z, winl recomend

themselves (see e ,, related remarks in j ) in other kinds of situations

d:.unssc> 1 arlaier" r.'.n tsts based on the VUiV 5 ) 4ll be more appropriate
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Under the mll hypothesis that the U1 and V1  (or the W, and Zi)

are independent, the covariance between U1 and Vi (or between W1and Z)

wil be zero It will sometimes be of interest to test the null hypothesis that

this covariance is some specified value other than zero0  For certain kinds of

mldependent time series , methods of testing such hypotheess of estimating the

ragnitudc of this covariance (ie., the covarience between U5  and VI or

that between W1 and Z I), and of obtaining confidence intervals for this co

variance, will be presented in this article. Those -ethods require more co.

putation than the methods referred to earlier herein

The UJ. and 1 (or the and Z1 ) are based on the differences

Xj-X i and Y JYi for j=i+1 I In other words, movement is here de.fined in

t-:srs of the difference in the time series at successive time points The

resuLts obtained in this case ca. be generalized to the case where movement is

defined in terms of the difference in the tne series at time points k units

apart, where k is a Um-d positive integer . These generalizations are pre-

sented in Section 3 herein

The methods used to derive tests of the er,:Istence of correlation between

the movements in i,-dependent time series can also be used to derive tests of

the existence of trend in such series We present such a test in Section 4.

Other tests for trend could also be readil y derived.

Most of the tests presented here are based on a dichotomous classification

of the movemients in X (and in Y) indicatirs Aether they were positive or

negative., Some of the results presented herein can be modified in a straight_

forvard fashion for situ-tions idhere other LiLad methods of classification, into

5,.wo or inore classes based on the magnitude of the movements, are used, 'he

cross ca!,_ssification table describing the Joint distribution of the C.a,*s;Lne

movement': in X and in Y can be analyzed inh ways other than those discussed

e.r example, the pr-blem of' mca-i-A g the extent of the correlation be-

*AIM:n ;w :ocverents :in y ad' ' can be ccis-.dered, in part, a problem In tl-e
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measurement of association for this cross classifcation table. For a discus-

sion of' the Latter problem, see ~I £ t3 and the literature cited there0 The

particular method of' analysis that will be appropriate iA.I depend on the pur-

pose of the particular invostigatlon at hand.

2, TISTS BASED ON a-A

We sliall use the same notation as in the preceding section. We assume

throughout that X and Y are irdenendent (m -0). Thus, Uk lb 02  . 4

and V= ['y 9 OOorVn4 are (m+lX-dependent. For simplicity we assume also

that U and V are stationamoy (This assumption implies that trends in X

and Y aill be, in a certa i sense, either constant or nonexistent; some of

the results presented here will hold under nore general conditions, buit, we

shall not go into these details in the present paper (see PI]).) For such

series0 we shall now present a test of the hypothesis that U and V are

independento

Sinca the U and V series are (r--lX.dependent, we know that the

coV { Uit. Q and cov {ioVit 4> will be zero for t m'n o

To estimate E and t for t S mf+!, wo &21'st compute and
n-t

h, Z VV for t 12, ... ,m-l. he statistic g is the observed number of

pairs of dAme points, t units npart, whore there were positive movements in

X (at both tixue points In the pair); h t is the observed nuber of pairs of

tim points , t units apart, where there were positive movements in Y,, These

quantities can also be obtained from 2%2 tables of the fo).long form describing

thc; observed dis-rlbur'%on of the (n-t) pairs (UivU and (V ) for

0 0 0

-- A



The ent~ry in the npper_!le-t cell of the first table wiJJI be gandl the entry

in the corresponding cell ofP the second t.'able i.1 be hLt" (It is amteresting

to note that the usual. 2.d? table test of independence applied to the pairs

(y IU i+12 ) and to the pairs (V 111V 1 +1 ) has beeni suggested as a test of the

hypat-hes-"s of randomness 'In -the U series and in the V series, re-:specttvel1y;

ts.the hypothesis that these series are O-dcnendemat (seeL M 7fhi)

Having cornuted gtand ht the foioming consistent estimators of Etand

tt

and

.3,) s2=(ai)+10 (a+) (Wbx) /n3

we shall -..rove in t,-he Appendix thatr ;hcn U a:.-d V are independent, the

asy~totic dtstributiun (n--=4oa) of

wi.LlJ be normal. w4ith ztnro mean and unt ariance0  Thie statts t~ic (2-,5) can

therefore b~e uases. Uc o usr whethe.-. U and V. are indeopendent0

The Ifi cd not nci& ',he tern 2r 2 P.

thea E .zO 17cr kt 113 '-11 WQ, -0 m;,o, tE -0 fort j

;mc cc =11dny 1A - fo:LU-iCj .fy,2OT thiW,, tiat (2O,4) can be reiplaceda b,'
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(2,6) S S 2+ztA

in the compiteation of (25)0 In particular, tests appropriate for the case

where X and Y ae ( dJpendet ,iT be appropriate also for the c,-ase where
one of these m.depondent series is not O-dependent and the other one iSo It

can also be seen that the test appropriate for the case where both U and V
22

are O-dependent (obtained by replacig s by s 2 ) will be appropriate also

for the case were one of these m-dependent sor tes is not O0 dupendent and the

other one is.

If X is rx-dependmnt and Y is nv.depsnlent then X and Y are

r-depenident whnere mT=a.x [ mal ,m4 'In -what fol lows we take mgrinax (i 1 Mn2 IT

The test described above was based on the a. mid VI A sinilar test

could be based on the W.t and Zio Assuming that 14= & W o oo A and

Z= Lz vz2 .oo.Zn form stationary series, the covariances coy fwWi.g = ct

and coy tZio Z1+ = can be estimated consistently by

(2 7) = g.h\f( lft F

n-t n-t D

where gt zWW h* ZZz d 4Winzi/ fo( b,0 20 o ,mil0  Writing

2 10 2

(2ol) sw2 2 2
(2 )ssZI (n.-2

2 rsl

itfo.llovs from the results in he AT.-perc.@x h.? when W and are



independent the asymptotic distribution (n -+c) of

n(2°13) r.W

will be normal with zero mean and unit variance (To apply the Hoeffdlng-

Robbins form of the central lIJd.t theorem [131] we assume here that the third

absolute moments of Wi and Z, arc finite.) The statistic (2.13) can there-,

fore be used to test whether W and Z arc indopendent. As earlier herein,

the statistic (2.12) can be replaced by

(2,&) 2 A2~ 2  A* *
t !

in the computatlon of (2-13),

Tee preceding asynptotic results were derived under the null hypothesis

that W and Z (or U ;md V) were independent. We shall now consider the

case where W and Z need not be indppendent° Let Q* denote the covariance

between _i and Zi, Under the nll hypothesis considered in the preceding

paragraph., G*nO We shall assme that the W3Z1 form an (m+l)-dependent

statIonary series; this will follow as a consequence,, in the case where W

and Z are independent, of the fact that the W and Z ar . .

stationarp series The statistic

Q*= E 1 Z1/nWzz
A.=1

is a consstent estimator of 6°* Writing

Snt 2

for t=O, .2 om120 and

(2.17) 2 :z Pi 47

it. folhow,; fmo. the results in the Appendix that the asymptotitc distribution

(n',taoY' *)&

b/
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O*)nls

wll be normal ith zero mean and unit variance. The statistic (2oiS) can

therefore be used - ) obtain approximate confidence intervals for 9* and to

test the hypothesis that 0* is some specified value, say9  G*o When the null

bypothesis is that Wi  amd Z. are ind~edent then O =0 and the value of

s can be replaced by 0.

Let 0 denote the covariance between Ui and Vie A method analogous

to that presented in the preceding paragraph could be used to 'estimte 0,

obtain approximate confIdence intervals for 0, aid test hypothesis concerning

0. he details are given in the Appendix herein When the nll hypothesis

is that Qm9, the test presented at the beginning of this section winl be

simpler to apply than wil., the test corresponding to the one presented in the

preceding paragraph0

31 -f1 305 BASED ON

We now present a generalization of the tests described in the preceding

section. It is also a generalization of the te.sts described by Goodman in ?I.

Let X = and Y Y . for ill_29 0 o0 n+kk here k is

a fimed integer0  We shall for corwenience asszae that the W. and Z have

continuous distributions, Let U=1 if Wk > 0, and U1 1= 0  if W 'c 0<o

Let V0, if %k> 0, and V,, =l if' ikC 0, The observed distribution of

the n'Fl-k pairs (U VL for i:c2 .... n+%0 k, can be sufranarized in the

folloiring 2 ,-c9 cro ss ]a ,..av ,. ,.

V,

u aAk,

0l
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For k--l, aoa, bob, 

0 c't, dkd For k, 1 the definitions of ak,bkO-kdk

are analogous to those of a~bc0d9 where now "movement" is defined by consider-

Ing pairs of time points 1c units apart, rather than pairs of successive time

points.

A test of the existence of correlation between movements in X and Y,

which eli inates at least the primary effects of trends in the. series, can be

based upon a modification of the usual test of independence in a 2x2 table

applied to the table given above. This would test whether ak differs signifi-

cantly from its estimated expected value9  Ak=(akb ak+)f(n+lk) , under'

the null hypothesis of independence0

Let U (k) v(k)= k k Assum-Let U _f )Ulk- Uzk oUn. l Ik k.l °V2kP 0tn+.k, k °

Ing that X and Y are m-dependent, then U(k:) and V(k ) will be (m+k)-

dependent, For simplicity we also assvume that U( k ) and V( k ) are stationary,

n+l-k-t n+1k-t

1=1 .1=-.r
Lo gk k i+t, k  _l VikV 11 . @4vk

A [ :
(3.1) C tk=gtk/(n+A-t)o [(ak+iy)/j 2

OA)kin3kt (a1 k+)/n]

22

(3,3) S (a +b (al+ ) (n+l.k)3

(4) sk=Sl<.+(+ c) C 4'tk tk k (-'I-

k'2 to t

we shall prove in -the Appendix that, when U ' ' and V\XC are independent,

the asymptotic distribution (n- oo) of

is normal with zero mean and unit variance0  The statistic (35) can therefore

be used to test whether U(k) and v(k) are Lndependent 0
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ITe test proposed in 9 7 was also based on the ak-Ak" but that test was

derived under the assumption that amO. In t.his special case9 the serial.
covariance, CkQ between IX and U.... is ze,,o for t < k; the serial

covariance, Pk between Vik and V +t is zero for t< k, Thus when

raw-O9 the variance formula (3.4) can be replaced by
(3.6) -l -

(3-6) s sk+2 (yn-k+IX)£ kk k

which corresponds to the variance formula given in 8

The test in Section 2, based on the (U.LVi). is a special case of the test

given in the present section based on (UikVk). Similarly, a test analogous

to the one based on (UikV ) could be presented, based on the (Wk9ZMC)

rather than on the (U ik k). whlch would be a direct generalization ok the
test in Section 2 based on the (W, Z ) Writing 0(or ec) for the oovariance

jO k kc

between Ut ik and Vk (or between Wik and Zik), a test analogous to the

test in Section 2 of vhether 6 (or g*) is equal to some specified value (not

necessarily zero) could also be obtained These tests are given in the Appendix

herein.

The tests proposed in this and thepreceding section were based in part,

on the observed distribution of the n+l-k pairs (U oVk),X=lo2o...nfl-k9 or A
on t-e p&I'S -ik 4 ik' enen k is a fixed pos:tive Integer. Considering all

possible values of k, there are a tota? of n(ntl)/2 pairs (U kVI). The

observed distribution of these n(n+J)/2 pairs (U V ) can be sumarlzed in• Ak 9 1 ik"

a 2x2 table; the usual measure of' assoc.atIon computed for thls table will be

equal to the partial rark correlation coe ..::,ent,. between X and Y

with "1time T1 held constantll (Seo [.7 r9 71j). o a3situation consideired heare

is. in a sense, a spoecial ease of the usual situation where partial rank

correlation may be of Interest, here the actual observations on the variable

'o be "held constant, T, are the integers 1,2,0 . ,n+l (or a linear transform-

'.on of thm, ).Tho tests of tha oxistencc of correlation (based on the U.
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presented in the present paper are tests based on modified partial ranc correla-

tion coefficients -where the (n+l-c) pairs of (UV CV k) are used rather than

the total n(n+l)/2 pairs This follows from the fact that a test of whether

ak differs significantly fro.u zero is also a test of wtether the usual

measure of association for the corresponding 2x2 table differs significantly

from zer-o (see 16])r.

4. A TEST FOR TRLND

For a Odependent time series Cox and Stuart [2 have presented a very

simple test for trend that has rather high asya.ptotic relative efficiency

against the alternative hypothesis that the series consists of 0-dependent

normal variates having a linear trend. For m-dependent time series (m > 0)

this test requires modification, A modified test for trend suitable for

m-dependent time series will be presented her 0 , The method used to derive this

tesb is similar to that used to derive the tests presented in the preceding

sections, This method can be used to derive other tests for trend Presenta-

ticn herein of the modifIcation of the Co-Stuart test will make clear how

other tests for 0.dependent series can bo modified in order to obtain tests

for trend in time series that are m-dependent,

Let U Zl if ) 2n'?+.cX\ > ' d 0tA ,f n +i -X< 0 , for

i~lo2, oo,~n~ (n+)/% 3, here (n-;-i) is divisible by 3o (We assume that

- has a continuous distribution.) The test proposed in r2 is based
on the fact that U 2 U will have a binoiial &istribution with m.ean n9 /2

and variance n2/4 when X is a Odependent sLationary tire series, A

simple sign test of whether O dI.ffers sigmifi.cantily from n9 /2 Gz n serve

a test for trend in X (see L 2 )o When X is O-dependfnt anad stationary,

the asymptotic distr.buion of

'4,



is normal tith zero mean and unit. variance,, This fact also provides up with a

simple test for trend for 0-dependent series,

If X Is m-dependent, the time series U U U vrll also be

in-dependent (for n4 i)0  Cf the X series is stationary the U series will

also be stationary6 Writing

n2 -t
(4 2) 1Z [Iui+t

(4-3) r 
0 (2k /nZ .~dir~~4

we find, using a method of derivation similar to that used in the Appendix,

that when X is an medependent stationary series the asynptotlo distribution

(n'--'oo) 0o'

(44) u - n/2)Ir

is normal with zero mean and unit variance 'To statistic (4.4) can therefore

be used to test for trend in X. This tast is a nodification of the sign test

in [2] where the vaiance n'/4 is now re-laced by (4 o3) When n0 is l rge,

the teom 2Z£ -t/% )t U, (403) onn he reitcaced bv 7" iIhUA where I
is the number of veles of j such thpt U' 1L fee - <j $ + m when

U17: And evO iWhW'l LI 0



~APPENDIX

S Its Rit.
We shall prove hereAsomaat more generalAthan those presented in Sections

2 and 3 hereln The results presented in those sections will then be viewed

in terns of this more general result0  We shall use here the terminology of

Section 3. The method of proof presented herG can also be used to prove the

result presented in Section 4.

le assume that X and Y are m-dependent 0  Thus, U (k) and V (k) are

(mtk)-dependent We also assume that U(k) and V (k ) are stationaryo" Let

ELUik' { PICO E k akr i=l2Doon+l4k Writing UJI C. Pk

Vk Fik=GHik IHl UkA we see that

I

I
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(A.1)k

where Q / Q (n+l-k), and UVVtFZGiH are defined similarly (Since Ikik

is lUod, we shall for the saike of brevity omit the subscript k associated

with QTT,.V0 eto.) We shall assume that the Qik also form an (ntik)-dependent

stationar y series; this will follow as a conseqence, in the case where Uik

and V11C are independent, of the fact that U (k) and V (k) are (m+k)-

dependent and stationary Let E &k } = kpp]3ing the Hoeffding-Robbins

form of the central limit theorem [3JO we f1nd that the asymptotl distribution

of (0 - 9) VTi7a1 is normal with zero mean and varlance

L 1ki i+% SM tk +

Similart? the asynp totic distribuxtion of 0 n+1k- is normal -with zero mean

and variance

(A3) EL Ik 2 :EfG o2

the asympi .ot:Io distrbuton of H fniL-k- is noraal ith zero mean and variance

(A,) E + iVH!+tk

Since Q converges in probability to zero, U N will -1so converge In

probability to zero (see [3.1 po254) Thus9 the asymptotic distr-ibwtion of

F~H~t - s also the asymptotic distribution of (FQ)+L4CO We have

therefore shown that the asgnrptotlo distrlbuticn of 00-X17-e) n+l-k is normal
' uJl:h mean zer'o and. variance (Ak.2)c. WritingU

A(,L5) 0 QW .UV

- nrl..k-t (U k (vlkV) (U. 7T) (V V) A
0!_6) e k ~ ~tk~i t n- l-k-t
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we see that (A0 2) can be estimated consistently by

Rai

...... ,,twe denotf ,tr ' he ..n dist..tion 1qf

will be normal w.th zer:o mean and uwit variance0  A test of the hyrothesis that

0 is equal to some specified value a can be based on the asymptotio dis-

tribution of (A8)o-

The preceding results did not make use of the fact that and V

take on only the values 0 or 1o The results wll therefore apply as well, if

Uik and Vik are replaced 'by W.1 and Zik" respectively. (It w1ll be

necessary to assume that the third moments of W and Zik are finite in

order to apply the Hoeffding-Robbins theorem [13j.) We thus have obtained a

generalization of the iwsult in Section 2 concerning the asymptotic distribu'tion

of (2,18), The result presented there was for the special case where k=l

When U(k) and V(Id are independent, then &--0, and the variance (A.2)

can be replaced by

(A,9) E H + 2 tc~~k Z 3H ,J QIC

(Itb shou).d be mentioned that foxiula (A0 9) is similar to, but different from,

the usual fonula for the variance of' the obse:vred correlation between two

T tIC htk/ (nEl-k-t)=-

= z "U
n+- o:
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we see that (A9) can be estimated consistently by

(A IL\ 22 M+kI~ ~
tuv+ tkv
t.

which we denote by 1¢2i(nfl-k)0  Thus, when U( k ) and V( k ) are independent,

the asyuptotic dtstribution of

(A, 15) Q.,) (n+lk)/s

will be asymptoticCLy normal with oro mean am2 unit variance This resuilt.
* .wIl also apply as well, if and are replaced by Wik and Zk9

respectively. We thus have obtained a generalization of the result In Section

2 conce r ng the asymptotic distribution of (2,13)O

Using the fact that Ufk and Vik were dafined in Section .3 to take on

only t he viie 0 or l" we see 4+ "'. 4. a k 1bH 1" and that the

asymptotic distribution of

(A.16) (akA) 5 "

where s' is 4iven by (3.4), is normal -Ath zero mean and unit varianceo
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